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ABSTRACT

Many software engineering activities process the events contained in log files. However, before performing any processing activity, it is necessary to parse the entries in a log file, to retrieve the actual events recorded in the log. Each event is denoted by a log message, which is composed of a fixed part—called (event) template—that is the same for all occurrences of the same event type, and a variable part, which may vary with each event occurrence. The formats of log messages, in complex and evolving systems, have numerous variations, are typically not entirely known, and change on a frequent basis; therefore, they need to be identified automatically.

The log message format identification problem deals with the identification of the different templates used in the messages of a log. Any solution to this problem has to generate templates that meet two main goals: generating templates that are not too general, so as to distinguish different events, but also not too specific, so as not to consider different occurrences of the same event as following different templates; however, these goals are conflicting.

In this paper, we present the MoLFI approach, which recasts the log message identification problem as a multi-objective problem. MoLFI uses an evolutionary approach to solve this problem, by tailoring the NSGA-II algorithm to search the space of solutions for a Pareto optimal set of message templates. We have implemented MoLFI in a tool, which we have evaluated on six real-world datasets, containing log files with a number of entries ranging from 2K to 300K. The experiments results show that MoLFI extracts by far the highest number of correct log message templates, significantly outperforming two state-of-the-art approaches on all datasets.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Logging is a programming practice that is used for gathering run-time information of a software system. Developers carry out logging by inserting into the source code of an application statements that specify which messages and which run-time information to print into the entries of log files.

Logging is a pervasive activity: recent studies \cite{35, 36} show that between 1/30 and 1/58 of the lines of code in large software systems correspond to logging statements. Furthermore, the importance of logging is also recognized by developers: a recent survey reported that 96% of a group of experienced developers from a leading software company “strongly agree/agree that logging statements are important in system development and maintenance” \cite{13}. Indeed, the information contained in log files can be used for a variety of purposes, such as process mining \cite{15, 30}, anomaly detection \cite{4, 12, 14}, behavioral differencing \cite{14}, fault localization \cite{33}, invariant inference \cite{5}, performance diagnosis \cite{21}, and offline trace checking \cite{3}.

All these activities carry out some sort of log analysis, which processes the events corresponding to the entries contained in the log files. Before performing any processing activity, it is necessary to parse the log entries, to retrieve the actual events recorded in the log. A log entry typically includes a timestamp (which records the time at which the logged event occurred) and the actual log message (containing run-time information associated with the logged event).

An example of log entry is the following:

\texttt{20050605-06.45.36 send RST CORE to addr 0x0000df30}

The log message part of a log entry (e.g., the block “send RST CORE to addr 0x0000df30” in the above example) is a block of free-form text, which poses a challenge to parsing because it does not have a structured format. More specifically, a log message is
composed of two parts: 1) a fixed part, also called \textit{(event) template}\textsuperscript{1}, which is the same for all occurrences of the same event type; 2) a variable part, which may vary with each event occurrence, containing tokens filled at run time with dynamic information. In the above example, the template contains the fixed words "send", "to", "addr", while "RST", "CORE" and "0x0000df30" are variable tokens. A template is represented as "send \* \* to address \*\*", where the asterisks indicate placeholders for tokens of the variable part.

The lack of a structured format for log messages leads to the definition of the \textit{log message format identification}\textsuperscript{2} problem: given a log file, we want to identify the different templates used in the log messages contained in the log in order to enable automated data extraction and analysis on a large scale.

Solving this problem for complex and evolving systems requires to tackle several challenging issues. First, in these systems log message formats are numerous, changing on a frequent basis (e.g., in Google systems hundreds of new logging statements are added every month \cite{34}), and are typically not entirely known by those who need to analyze log files.

Second, these systems can produce around 120–200 million log entries per hour \cite{20}. Therefore, log message formats need to be identified automatically and in a scalable way.

Such requirements rule out the use of regular expressions for extracting the templates, since it would still require a manual effort, to create and update regular expressions based on the logging statements contained in the source code of the application. Manual creation and update of regular expressions would be a tedious and error-prone task, given the number of logging statements and the fast pace of their updates \cite{34}. Another strategy would be to statically analyze the application source code, locate logging statements, and extract the templates from the print operations. However, the definition of the static analysis would be tedious and require an extensive knowledge of logging techniques, since logging statements can take different forms in different programming languages and logging frameworks. Furthermore, both strategies outlined above would require to access the source code, which is not always possible, especially in the case of complex software systems that rely on 3rd-party components.

To overcome these limitations, some approaches \cite{11, 12, 17, 19} adopt a black-box strategy that relies on a combination of clustering and heuristic rules to group words into templates, based on their similarity and the frequency within log message blocks. However, our experience on real-world logs shows that these approaches yield low accuracy, as demonstrated by the empirical results reported in this paper. Furthermore, their parameters (e.g., text similarity) need to be fine-tuned for each log to analyze, usually following a trial-and-error process; these requirements make such approaches neither scalable nor effective.

Independently from the specific strategy adopted, any technique for extracting message templates from logs ought to meet two objectives: the generated templates should 1) match as many log messages as possible (i.e., achieve high \textit{frequency} in matching log messages); 2) correspond to the largest extent possible to a particular type of event (i.e., achieve high \textit{specificity}). However, these two objectives—high frequency and high specificity—are conflicting. A template achieving high frequency will contain many tokens in the variable part (to match many log messages), but will be too generic (i.e., it will match messages corresponding to different events); on the other hand, a template achieving high specificity will have a few or no tokens in the variable part (to be able to distinguish between different event types), but it will match only few messages.

Given the presence of conflicting objectives and the limitations of existing solutions \cite{11, 12, 17, 19}, in this paper we propose to recast the \textit{log message format identification problem as a multi-objective optimization problem}, where \textit{frequency} and \textit{specificity} are explicitly considered as two competing objectives to optimize simultaneously. Our approach, named MoLFI (Multi-objective \textit{Log message Format Identification}), leverages an evolutionary approach to solve this problem. MoLFI applies the Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II \cite{10}) on a given log file to search the space of solutions for a Pareto optimal set of message templates. The two main strong points of MoLFI are: 1) it does not require access to the source code of the application producing the log(s) being analyzed, since it is a black-box technique that works only on the log files; 2) different from existing approaches, it does not require any parameter tuning before its execution.

We implemented MoLFI in a prototype tool. We evaluated the accuracy and efficiency of MoLFI on one proprietary and five publicly-available real-world datasets, containing log files with a number of entries ranging from 2K to 300K; we also compared our approach with iPLoM \cite{19} and Drain \cite{17}, two state-of-the-art approaches. The results show that MoLFI achieves by far the highest precision and recall, outperforming the other approaches with substantial improvements in both precision (ranging between +14 pp and +86 pp, with \textit{pp}=percentage points) and recall (ranging between +25 pp and +75 pp) on all datasets, while keeping a running time of less than 126 s when analyzing the largest dataset. A higher accuracy in the identification of log message formats usually has practical implications, in terms of effectiveness, in the log analysis tasks that rely on log message format identification. For example, in the context of anomaly detection—the original motivation for existing work \cite{12, 17}—log analysis is effective only when the parsing accuracy is high enough \cite{16}.

To summarize, the main contributions of this paper are: 1) the formulation of the log message format identification problem as a \textit{multi-objective optimization problem}; 2) the MoLFI approach for the solution of this problem, based on the NSGA-II algorithm; 3) a publicly-available implementation of MoLFI\textsuperscript{3}; 4) the empirical evaluation, in terms of accuracy and efficiency, of the implementation of MoLFI and its comparison with two state-of-the-art approaches.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of multi-objective optimization and genetic algorithms. Section 3 illustrates the problem of log message format identification with an example. Section 4 describes how MoLFI tailors NSGA-II to solve the log message identification problem. Section 5 reports on the evaluation of MoLFI. Section 6 discusses practical applications. Section 7 concludes the paper.

---

\textsuperscript{1}Additional names used in the literature for denoting the fixed part of a log message are "line pattern", "log key", and "message signature".

\textsuperscript{2}This problem is often called "log parsing" in the literature; we believe "log message format identification" is a more specific term, since "log parsing" includes also parsing more structured elements like timestamps and log verbosity levels.

\textsuperscript{3}The evaluation artifacts are available from the following links: [tool GitHub link], [log files GitHub link].
A multi-objective problem is an optimization problem that involves multiple objective functions. Let \( S \) be the space (set) of all feasible solutions and \( F \) be a vector-valued objective function \( F: S \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^k \) composed of \( k \) real-valued objective functions \( F_i = (f_1, \ldots, f_k) \), where \( f_j: S \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) for \( j = 1, \ldots, k \); a multi-objective optimization problem is defined as \( \max(f_1(x), \ldots, f_k(x)) \) subject to \( X \subseteq S \). In other words, the problem consists in finding a set of feasible solutions that maximize the objective functions in \( F \).

The goodness of a solution in a multi-objective optimization problem is defined in terms of the dominance relation and Pareto optimality. More precisely, a solution \( X \) is said to dominate another solution \( Y \), denoted as \( X < Y \), if and only if for all indices \( i \in \{1, \ldots, k\} \), \( f_i(X) \geq f_i(Y) \) and \( f_j(X) > f_j(Y) \) for at least one index \( j \in \{1, \ldots, k\} \). A solution \( X \) is called Pareto optimal if there does not exist another solution in the search space that dominates it. The set of all Pareto optimal solutions of a given problem is called the Pareto front. The Pareto front can be used to decide which solution to select, according to the preferences of a decision maker.

2.1 Multi-objective optimization problems

A multi-objective problem is an optimization problem that involves multiple objective functions.

2.2 NSGA-II

The Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II) [10] is a well-known and efficient technique to solve multi-objective problems. NSGA-II is a multi-objective genetic algorithm (GA) that provides well-distributed Pareto fronts and good performance when dealing with up to three objectives [10, 18]; it has been widely used in software engineering to solve problems involving multiple objectives [32] and with chromosome representations that require complex data structures (as in our case, see Section 4.2.2).

In NSGA-II (and GAs in general), the candidate solutions to a problem are called chromosomes. The encoding of a chromosome depends on the type of problem to solve. GAs refine and evolve randomly-generated chromosomes through subsequent iterations (called generations), mimicking selection and reproduction mechanisms in nature.

NSGA-II starts with a pool of randomly generated chromosomes (i.e., population). In each generation, the algorithm evaluates the goodness of a chromosome in the current population based on the objectives to optimize. Chromosomes dominating other chromosomes are considered as fitter solutions and therefore have higher chances to be selected for reproduction (i.e., for generating new chromosomes). NSGA-II selects the best solutions (parents) within the current population by using binary tournament selection [10]. Reproduction is performed by combining pairs of parents to form new chromosomes (called offsprings) using two operators: crossover and mutation. The crossover operator generates two offsprings by exchanging some chromosome parts between the two parents. The mutation operator applies small changes to each offspring to get a more diverse solution. Notice that the implementation of mutation and crossover depends on the problem to solve. The new population for the next generation is formed by selecting the fittest individuals among parents and offsprings according to the dominance relation (non-dominated ranking) and crowding distance (to promote diversity) [10].

3 THE PROBLEM OF LOG MESSAGE FORMAT IDENTIFICATION

We illustrate the problem of log message format identification through the example in Figure 1, which provides a simplified excerpt of log entries extracted from an open dataset of logs collected from a BlueGene/L supercomputer system at Lawrence Livermore National Labs.

One can see that the log messages of the first three entries in the example log correspond to the same event type. This event type could be matched with the template \( \langle \text{INFO generating core } * \rangle \), where the variable part contains one token (indicated with the placeholder \( * \)). Similarly, entries of log messages at lines 4–5 could be matched with the template \( \langle \text{FATAL instruction address } * \rangle \).

However, one could define other templates for the log messages considered above. For example, another template that could match the messages at lines 4–5 would be \( \langle \text{FATAL } \times \times \rangle \), with three tokens in the variable part. Notice that this template is more general than the previous one, since it matches two different types of event (one type associated with messages at lines 4–5, and another type associated with the message at line 13). Another possible template would be \( \langle \text{FATAL } \times \text{ address } 0x0000df30 \rangle \), which is too specific because it matches only the log message at line 4 and misses the message at line 5, even if it is of the same event type.

These examples show that two distinct objectives must be met when identifying message templates:

- maximizing the number of log messages matched by each template, i.e., maximizing the frequency of message matches;
- maximizing the specificity of a template to a particular type of event.
These two goals are conflicting: to maximize frequency, templates should contain many tokens in the variable part (to match many log messages); however, such templates would have a low specificity (i.e., they would be too generic), matching messages corresponding to different events. On the other hand, to maximize specificity, templates should contain only a few or no tokens in the variable part (to be able to distinguish between different event types); however, they would match only few messages.

Any method proposed to solve the log message format identification problem has to deal with the trade-off between these two conflicting goals.

4 LOG MESSAGE FORMAT IDENTIFICATION AS A MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

In this section, we illustrate how log message format identification can be recast as a multi-objective optimization problem and present our approach MoLFI for the solution of this problem, based on NSGA-II.

4.1 Problem Formulation

As discussed in section 3, we consider frequency and specificity as objective functions to optimize simultaneously. The multi-objective optimization formulation of the log message format identification problem entails that we find, from the set $S$ of all feasible solutions, a set of templates $X = \{\tau_1, \ldots, \tau_n\}, X \subseteq S$, such that each template $\tau_i \in X$ with $i = 1, \ldots, n$, matches as many log messages as possible (high frequency) and contains as few variable tokens as possible (high specificity). More formally, the objective functions are the frequency: $\text{Freq}(X) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \text{match}(\tau_i, M)}{n \times |M|}$, and the specificity: $\text{Spec}(X) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{\text{fixed}(\tau_i)}{n \times \text{tok}^i(\tau_i)}$ where $n$ is the number of templates in $X$, $M$ is a list of log messages, match$(\tau, M)$ denotes the list of log messages in $M$ that match a template $\tau$, fixed$(\tau)$ denotes the number of tokens in the fixed part of $\tau$, and tok$(\tau)$ denotes the total number of tokens in $\tau$.

When determining a solution to this problem, there are two important aspects to assess. First, the templates contained in a (Pareto optimal) solution may not match all the log messages in $M$. For example, the solution $X = \{(\text{FATAL} \ instruction \ address \ 0x00000df30), (\text{INFO} \ generating \ core \ 135)\}$ is Pareto optimal for the log messages in Figure 1, since it has the highest possible specificity ($\text{Spec}(X) = 1$). However, the templates in $X$ match only two out of the 15 log messages ($\text{Freq}(X) = \frac{2}{15}$). Second, different templates $\tau_1$ and $\tau_2$ in the same solution $X$ may match the same log messages, i.e., $\text{match}(\tau_1, M) \cap \text{match}(\tau_2, M) \neq \emptyset$. To avoid this type of solutions, we introduce two additional constraints to the optimization problem to determine the set of feasible solutions $S$.

More specifically, a solution $X = \{\tau_1, \ldots, \tau_n\} \subseteq S$ is feasible if it satisfies the following constraints:

\begin{equation}
\bigcup_{i=1}^{n} \text{match}(\tau_i, M) = M
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
\text{match}(\tau_i, M) \cap \text{match}(\tau_j, M) = \emptyset \text{ for all } \tau_i, \tau_j \in X, \tau_i \neq \tau_j
\end{equation}

4.2 MoLFI

To solve the multi-objective optimization formulation of the log message format identification problem, we introduce our approach, named MoLFI, which tailors the standard NSGA-II to our context. In particular, we detail the encoding schema and the genetic operators (i.e., crossover and mutation) we use, the pre- and post-processing procedures we apply, and the procedure we follow to select one solution from the Pareto front.

4.2.1 Pre-processing. Before starting the search process, we first pre-process the log messages to improve the accuracy of the process; we follow the guidelines by He et al. [16, 17]. We first use regular expressions to identify trivial variable parts within the log messages based on domain knowledge, e.g., numbers, memory and IP addresses. Strings in the log messages matching these regular expressions are replaced with a special variable token $\#\text{spec}$ that cannot be mutated in the later stages of the search. To reduce the computation cost of the template identification process, we filter out duplicated log messages, reducing the number of messages to consider for generating templates. The messages are then tokenized, using blanks, parentheses and punctuation characters as word-separators. Finally, messages are grouped into buckets, with each bucket containing messages that have the same number of tokens; we denote with $M_L$ the bucket/group containing messages with exactly $L$ tokens.

4.2.2 Encoding Schema. In our context, a solution is a set of templates $X = \{\tau_1, \ldots, \tau_n\}$ where each template $\tau_i$ corresponds to a group of pre-processed log messages having the same length and sharing all fixed tokens in $\tau_i$. Therefore, each template $\tau_i$ is a list of tokens, where each token can be either variable (denoted by the symbols $\ast$ or $\#\text{spec}$) or fixed (i.e., the tokens identified during the pre-processing step).

Although very intuitive, this encoding schema is not efficient for computing the log messages being matched by each template. Indeed, this procedure requires comparing every template against all log messages even if most of them have a number of tokens not compatible with what is prescribed by the template. To speed-up the matching process, we design a two-level encoding schema: a chromosome $C$ is a set of groups $C = \{G_1, \ldots, G_{\text{max}}\}$, where each group $G_L = \{\tau_1, \ldots, \tau_k\}$ is a set of templates having the same number of tokens $L$. This encoding schema guarantees that the matching procedure is applied only for messages and templates of the same length.

Figure 2 shows an example of chromosome for the log messages in Figure 1 based on our encoding schema. It has four groups of templates with lengths 4, 5, 6, and 12; it also satisfies the constraints for feasible solutions.

4.2.3 Initial Population. MoLFI uses the algorithm InitialPopulation (Algorithm 1) for generating the initial population. The algorithm takes as input a set of pre-processed log messages $M$, the population size $N$; it returns a population $P$. Each chromosome is randomly generated inside the loop at lines 4–16: after initializing the chromosome $C$ (line 4), it is iteratively filled with groups of templates (lines 5–15), one group of templates $G_L$ for each group of pre-processed log messages $M_L \in M$ with the same length $L$.\...
Figure 2: An example of chromosome for the log messages in figure 1.

Algorithm 1: InitialPopulation

\begin{itemize}
\item Input: Set of pre-processed log messages \( M \)
\item Population size \( N \)
\item Result: Initial population \( P \)
\end{itemize}

\begin{algorithmic}
1 \caption{Algorithm 1: InitialPopulation}
2 \begin{algorithmic}[1]
3 \State \( P \leftarrow \emptyset \)
4 \While {\( |P| < N \)}
5 \State \( C \leftarrow \emptyset \)
6 \For {each group \( M \in M \)}
7 \State \( G_L \leftarrow \) create an empty group for templates with length \( L \)
8 \State \( \text{unmatched} \leftarrow M_L \)
9 \While {\( |\text{unmatched}| > 0 \)}
10 \State \( \text{log message} \leftarrow \) randomly select one message from \( \text{unmatched} \)
11 \State \( \text{index} \leftarrow \) random integer \( \in [1; L] \)
12 \State \( \text{token} \leftarrow \text{log message}[\text{index}] \)
13 \State \( G_L \leftarrow G_L \cup \{\text{token}\} \)
14 \State \( \text{unmatched} \leftarrow \text{unmatched} \setminus \text{match}(\text{token}, M_L) \)
15 \State \( C \leftarrow C \cup \{G_L\} \)
16 \State \( P \leftarrow P \cup \{C\} \)
17 \EndWhile
18 \EndFor
19 \State \( \text{match}(\text{token}, M_L) \)
20 \EndWhile
21 \EndAlgorithmic

For each group of messages \( M \), the algorithm creates a corresponding group of templates \( G_L \) (line 6). Initially, the group \( G_L \) is empty and therefore it does not match any log message. The algorithm keeps track of the unmatched messages in the set \( \text{unmatched} \), initialized with \( M \) (line 7). Then, a log message is randomly selected from \( \text{unmatched} \) (line 9) and used to generate a template \( \tau \) (lines 10–12). Template \( \tau \) is a copy of the original log message with the exception of the single token (randomly selected at line 11), which is replaced with the variable token "\#spec\#" (line 12). The newly generated template is then added to the group \( G_L \) and used to update the set of unmatched log messages (line 14). The loop at lines 8–14 terminates when the templates composing the group \( G_L \) match all log messages in \( M \) (i.e., when the set \( \text{unmatched} \) is empty). Since this condition has to be satisfied for each group of messages \( M \), the chromosome \( C \) is a feasible solution. Therefore, Algorithm 1 guarantees that all chromosomes in the initial population satisfy our constraints.

4.2.4 Crossover. We implemented the uniform crossover, which is one of the most popular crossover operators [26, 27]. It generates two offsprings by shuffling the different characteristics (groups of templates in our case) of the parents. Let \( A = \{A_1, \ldots, A_{\max} \} \) and \( B = \{B_1, \ldots, B_{\max} \} \) be the two selected parents where each pair of groups \( A_L \in A \) and \( B_L \in B \) matches the same pre-processed log messages \( M_L \in M \) with length \( L \). The uniform crossover first generates a random binary vector \( \beta \) (called the crossover mask) with a length equal to the number of groups in \( A \) and \( B \). Then, the two offsprings \( O_1 \) and \( O_2 \) are obtained as follows: when the binary element in \( \beta \) for the group with length \( L \) is zero, offspring \( O_1 \) inherits group \( A_L \) while \( O_2 \) inherits group \( B_L \); otherwise, \( O_1 \) inherits group \( B_L \) while \( O_2 \) inherits group \( A_L \).

Notice that this crossover operator swaps groups of templates between the two parents without changing the set of templates composing each group. Therefore, it generates offsprings that are feasible solutions: each group \( A_L \in A \) and \( B_L \in B \) covers all pre-processed log messages \( M_L \in M \) and they do not contain overlapping templates (i.e., templates that match the same log messages). Since \( A \) and \( B \) are not modified by our crossover, the properties above are preserved independently from which offspring inherits the two groups.

4.2.5 Mutation. After crossover, offsprings are mutated using the mutation operator to randomly change the generated templates. Given a chromosome to mutate \( C = \{G_1, \ldots, G_{\max}\} \), each group \( G_L \) is mutated with probability \( \beta \). A group \( G_L \) is mutated by changing one of its templates; the template is mutated by adding or removing variable tokens. In particular, let \( \tau = \{\text{token}_1, \ldots, \text{token}_n\} \) be the template to mutate; each token is mutated by adding or removing variable tokens. In particular, let \( \tau = \{\text{token}_1, \ldots, \text{token}_n\} \) be the template to mutate; each token is mutated with probability \( \frac{1}{\beta} \). The token \( \text{token}_n \) is mutated as follows: if it is a fixed one, it is replaced by the variable token "\#spec\#"; if it is a variable token, it is replaced by a fixed token, which is randomly selected among all fixed tokens in position \( i \) of the log messages that match \( \tau \); if it is the special token "\#spec\#" added during the pre-processing, it is not mutated. Therefore, our mutation operator either increases or reduces the number of variable tokens in \( \tau \). In the former scenario, it likely increases the frequency of the original template \( \tau \); in the latter case it increases its specificity.

Different from the crossover, the mutation operator changes the templates within the chromosome’s groups. Therefore, it does not guarantee that the mutated chromosomes satisfy the feasible solution constraints. For this reason, we developed a correction operator that (i) removes overlapping templates (i.e., two or more templates matching the same pre-processed log messages), and (ii) adds randomly generated templates if a mutated group \( G_L \) does not match all messages in \( M_L \). Random templates are added following the same procedure used at lines 7–14 of Algorithm 1. Notice that the correction operator is applied after the mutation operator and it is applied only to the mutated chromosome’s groups.

4.2.6 Post-processing. At the end of the search, NSGA-II returns a set of feasible solutions that are Pareto optimal, i.e., representing optimal trade-off between frequency and specificity. Due to the random nature of NSGA-II, Pareto optimal solutions may contain log message templates with spurious variable tokens, i.e., variable tokens that have been inserted by mutation across the generations.
but that do not contribute to match more pre-processed log messages. For this reason, MoLFI post-processes the templates in each Pareto optimal chromosome with a greedy procedure, which iteratively removes all variable tokens that do not affect the frequency scores. In other words, given a template \( \tau \) to post-process, the procedure temporarily removes one of its variable tokens and checks whether the set of log messages matched by \( \tau \) remains unchanged. If the applied change affects the set of matched log messages, the change is reverted; otherwise it is maintained. The post-processing procedure ends once all variable tokens in \( \tau \) have been verified.

4.2.7 Choosing a Pareto optimal solution. If the number of solutions in the generated Pareto front is large it may be difficult to choose one solution (best trade-off) among the different alternatives. For this reason, researchers proposed various guidelines to find and suggest points of interest in the Pareto front, such as the knee points [6], mid points [22], or the best point (corner) for each objective [23].

According to Branke et al. [6], the most interesting Pareto optimal solution is the knee point because any other solution in the front leading to a small improvement in one of the two objectives (e.g., \( \text{Freq} \)) would lead to a large deterioration in the other objective (e.g., \( \text{Spec} \)). To provide a graphical interpretation of the knee point, Figure 3 depicts an example of Pareto front for the log message format identification problem. The Pareto front is composed of seven non-dominated solutions: points \( A \) and \( B \) are the corner solutions of the front while the other solutions represent intermediate trade-offs. Point \( C \) can be considered as a knee point since any marginal improvement to \( \text{Freq} \) will correspond to a large deterioration in \( \text{Spec} \), and vice versa. Therefore, the knee point leads to the lowest loss in both objectives.

To identify the knee point, we measure the distance of each Pareto optimal solution from the ideal point [26]. The coordinates of the ideal point correspond to the maximum objective values among all solutions in the Pareto front, considering each objective function separately. For example, for the Pareto front in Figure 3, the ideal point has the coordinates \((F_{\text{max}}, S_{\text{max}})\), where \( F_{\text{max}} = 0.85 \) (from point \( A \)) and \( S_{\text{max}} = 0.9 \) (from point \( B \)). More formally, given a Pareto front \( P = \{C_1, \ldots , C_p\} \), the knee point \( C_k \in P \) is the solution minimizing the distance \( \sqrt{(F_{\text{max}} - \text{Freq}(C_i))^2 + (S_{\text{max}} - \text{Spec}(C_i))^2} \), for all \( C_i \in P \).

5 EVALUATION

We have implemented the MoLFI approach as a Python program. In this section we report on the evaluation of the effectiveness of the MoLFI implementation in identifying accurate log message formats.

First, we want to assess the performance of MoLFI in comparison with state-of-the-art techniques, in terms of accuracy and efficiency. Second, there are various factors that may influence the effectiveness of MoLFI, such as (1) the number of templates to identify, (2) the population size in NSGA-II; (3) the removal of duplicate messages from the log file to analyze, performed as part of the pre-processing step; we want to understand whether and to what extent these factors affect the effectiveness of MoLFI. Last, in MoLFI we choose the knee point as most valuable solution from the Pareto front, following the general guidelines by Branke et al. [6]. However, different trade-offs in the Pareto front may provide equal or better results in our context; hence, we want to assess whether the knee point is the best Pareto optimal solution for the log message format identification problem.

Summing up, we investigate the following research questions:

RQ1: How does MoLFI perform when compared to state-of-the-art techniques for the log message format identification problem?

RQ2: Which factors impact the effectiveness of MoLFI?

RQ3: Is the knee point the best solution to choose from the Pareto front?

5.1 Benchmark

To evaluate MoLFI, we used a benchmark composed of six different datasets: five datasets are publicly available and have been used in previous work on the log message format identification problem [16, 17], while the last one is industrial and proprietary.

The five public datasets are HDFS, BGL, HPC, Zookeeper (shortened to “ZK”) and PRX (shortened to “PRX”). HDFS consists of logs from the Hadoop file system that were collected from a 203-node cluster on the Amazon EC2 platform [16]. BGL contains logs generated from the Blue Gene/L (BGL) supercomputer, collected by the Lawrence Livermore National Labs (LLNL) [16]. The logs contained in the HPC dataset were collected from a high-performance cluster with 49 nodes and thousands of cores [16]. The logs in ZK were collected by He et al. [16, 17] from a 32-node cluster. PRX consists of logs generated by a standalone software [16].

The proprietary dataset (named \( PR \)) has been provided by one of our industrial partners, active in the aerospace industry; it contains logs produced by a complex system with more than 20 distributed processes.

All datasets contain log files of various size. For the HDFS, BGL, HPC, ZK, and PRX datasets, we used the same samples of 2K log entries used in previous studies [16, 17]. In addition, we also selected a sample of 100K log entries from BGL and a sample of 60K log entries from HDFS. As for the proprietary dataset, we considered three different log files, generated by three different sub-systems, containing 2K, 20K, and 300K log entries.

Ground truth definition. In the case of the log message format identification problem, the ground truth is represented by the actual log message templates. For our evaluation, we established the ground truth as follows.
For the log files with 2K log entries of the public datasets, we used the ground truth defined by He et al. [16, 17] and publicly available from their replication package. In the case of the BGL and HPC datasets, the original set of correct templates contains some mistakes, e.g., templates with unbalanced parentheses and missing punctuation marks. Therefore, we manually validated and fixed them before performing our evaluation.

No ground truth is available for the proprietary logs, the 100K log file from BGL, and the 60K log file from HDF5. Therefore, we had to manually establish the ground truth. Two validators independently inspected each log file and extracted the corresponding templates. Then, the two sets of templates independently extracted by the two validators were merged into a single ground truth set, by including only the templates extracted by both validators. Templates identified by only one of the two validators were discussed and further added to the ground truth only upon agreement between the validators. At the end of the validation process, we also verified that no log message in our datasets could be matched by more than one single template in the ground truth. In total, 486K log messages were manually inspected to establish the ground truth. The number of log message templates in each log file ranges from 13 (PRX) to 394 (PR with 20K messages).

5.2 Effectiveness of MoLFI
To answer RQ1, we assess the performance of MoLFI, in terms of accuracy and efficiency, in comparison with DRAIN [17] and IPLoM [19], which are the two most recent and effective tools for the log message format identification problem [16, 17]. We use the implementation of DRAIN available in [17] and the one of IPLoM available in [16].

5.2.1 Methodology. The NSGA-II algorithm used in MoLFI requires to set four parameters: crossover probability, mutation probability, population size, and stopping condition. To set these parameters, we followed the guidelines proposed in the literature. More specifically, Arcuri and Fraser [1] and Sayyad et al. [25] have empirically demonstrated that the benefits of fine-tuning the parameters of search-based algorithms often do not compensate for the required overhead; both studies recommend to use the default parameters values, since they provide competitive results.

We set the NSGA-II parameters as follows:

- crossover probability $p_c = 0.70$, since the recommended values are within the interval $0.45 \leq p_c \leq 0.95$ [7, 8];
- the mutation probability $p_m$ is proportional to the length of the chromosome (see section 4.2.5), as recommended in the related literature [10];
- the population size is set to 20 individuals; according to our preliminary experiments (see section 5.3.2), this small value corresponds to the best compromise between accuracy and efficiency;
- the stopping condition is set to 200 generations [10].

As selection operator, we used binary tournament selection [10], which is based on dominance and crowding distance.

For DRAIN, in the case of the public datasets, we used the same parameters values used in [17]; in the case of our proprietary dataset, we used the default parameter values: depth $= 4$, similarity $= 0.5$. We also pre-processed the logs, as suggested in [17], to identify trivial variable parts within the log messages based on domain knowledge.

For IPLoM, we used the default parameter values used in [19]: file support threshold $= 0$, partition support threshold $= 0$, upper bound $= 0.9$, lower bound $= 0.25$, and cluster goodness threshold $= 0.35$.

We ran the three tools on each log file in our benchmark and collected the generated log message templates. We measured the accuracy of each tool by comparing the set of generated templates with the ground truth. Furthermore, we measured the wall-clock time for executing the complete program (including pre- and post-processing tasks for MoLFI). To measure the accuracy, we used the metrics used in previous studies [16, 17], i.e.,\[ Precision = \frac{|CRT\cap GEN|}{|CRT|}, \]
\[ Recall = \frac{|CRT\cap GEN|}{|GEN|}, \]
and F-measure $= 2 \times \frac{Precision \times Recall}{Precision + Recall}$, where \(|GEN|\) denotes the set of templates generated by a tool and \(|CRT|\) denotes the set of templates generated by a tool which are correct, i.e., conform to the ground truth.

To account for the random nature of NSGA-II, we executed MoLFI 50 times on each log and computed the median and standard deviation of the effectiveness metrics; DRAIN and IPLoM were executed only once due to their deterministic nature. However, DRAIN generated duplicated templates, i.e., multiple templates having exactly the same fixed and variable tokens. To avoid any bias due to duplicated templates, we detected and removed them before computing the various effectiveness metrics.

Furthermore, we used the Welch’s t-test to verify whether the F-measure scores achieved by MoLFI are significantly higher than those achieved by the alternative tools. The Welch’s t-test is a test for statistical significance suitable for distributions with different variance. In our case, the variance for DRAIN and IPLoM is zero as they are deterministic; MoLFI may return a non-zero variance due to NSGA-II. For this test, we consider a level of significance $\alpha=0.05$. Other than simply testing the statistical significance, we estimated the magnitude of the differences (effect size) using the Vargha-Delaney ($\tilde{A}_{12}$) statistic [31]. $\tilde{A}_{12}$ takes values in $[0;1]$, and $\tilde{A}_{12} > 0.50$ values indicate that MoLFI outperforms the alternative tool while for $\tilde{A}_{12} < 0.50$ the contrary is true. $\tilde{A}_{12} = 0.50$ if the two tools are equivalent.

5.2.2 Results. Table 1 shows the results of the three tools, grouped by dataset and log file size. Column "#T" indicates the number of templates in a file; column "NTT" indicates the percentage of templates in a file; column "PRE" indicates the percentage of templates generated by a tool; column "REC" indicates the percentage of templates generated by a tool and conform to the ground truth. Furthermore, we estimated the magnitude of the differences (effect size) using the Vargha-Delaney ($\tilde{A}_{12}$) statistic [31]. $\tilde{A}_{12}$ takes values in $[0;1]$, and $\tilde{A}_{12} > 0.50$ values indicate that MoLFI outperforms the alternative tool while for $\tilde{A}_{12} < 0.50$ the contrary is true. $\tilde{A}_{12} = 0.50$ if the two tools are equivalent.

According to our results, MoLFI obtains, on all the log files in the benchmark, a better F-measure than both DRAIN and IPLoM. We compared the effectiveness of our approach with the two state-of-the-art tools and we present the differences in percentage points (pp). The difference between MoLFI and DRAIN in terms of F-measure ranges between $+13$ pp and $+36$ pp. The values for the difference are always statistically significant according to the Welch’s t-test (all $p$-values are lower than 0.01) and the effect size is always large (i.e., $\tilde{A}_{12} \approx 1$). This difference is due both to better precision and to better recall. We also remark that DRAIN crashed...
the templates produced by DRAIN are non-dominated neither by plates having both better frequency and better specificity. Instead, generated by DRAIN and IPLoM. The knee point dominates the corresponding to the frequency and specificity values of the templates knee point (red point) and two further points (in black color) corre-
on the 300K log from the proprietary dataset, without yielding any message template.

The difference between MoLFI and IPLoM in terms of F-measure ranges between $+20 \text{ pp}$ and $+81 \text{ pp}$. For all logs in our study, the differences are statistically significant ($p$-values are always lower than 0.01) with a large effect size ($A_{12} \approx 1$). Also in this case, the better F-measure is ascribable to the substantial improvements in both precision (ranging between $+14 \text{ pp}$ and $+86 \text{ pp}$) and recall (ranging between $+25 \text{ pp}$ and $+75 \text{ pp}$). An interesting case is represented by the 300K log from the proprietary dataset: MoLFI generates very accurate templates achieving an F-measure of 0.91 while IPLoM obtains a very low F-measure of 0.1.

Figure 4 shows an example of the Pareto front generated by MoLFI for the dataset HPC on one single run. It also displays the knee point (red point) and two further points (in black color) corre-
sponding to the frequency and specificity values of the templates generated by DRAIN and IPLoM. The knee point dominates the templates produced by IPLoM, meaning that MoLFI generates templates having both better frequency and better specificity. Instead, the templates produced by DRAIN are non-dominated neither by the knee point nor by the other Pareto optimal solutions. Indeed, their objective scores are located in one of the corners of the Pareto front, meaning that their specificity is very high (few variable tokens) but their frequency is very low. Similar results are obtained also for the other logs in the benchmark. To sum up, both IPLoM and DRAIN are not able to provide optimal compromises between the two objective functions.

In terms of efficiency, MoLFI is the slowest technique; this can be explained because of the usage of NSGA-II, which is an iterative algorithm. The fastest technique is IPLoM, which, however, is also the one with the lowest F-measure values. DRAIN is faster than MoLFI in all the cases with the only exception of the 100K log from the BGL dataset: for this file DRAIN takes 32.89 s while MoLFI takes only 10.91 s. Although MoLFI takes longer to converge than state-of-the-art tools, the increment of the running time has no practical implications since it took less than 126 s when analyzing the largest dataset.

### 5.3 Factors influencing the effectiveness of MoLFI

To answer RQ2, we investigate the effect of the following three factors on the effectiveness of MoLFI: (1) the number of templates to identify in a log file, (2) the population size in NSGA-II; (3) the removal of duplicate messages from the log file to analyze, performed as part of the pre-processing step. In the following, we illustrate the evaluation methodology and the results for each of these factors.

#### 5.3.1 Number of templates

To test the effect of this factor, we used the one-way permutation test [2] to assess whether the number of templates to identify in a log file statistically interacts with the F-measure scores achieved by MoLFI. The permutation test is a non-parametric test and therefore it does not assume that the data are normally distributed. We ran this test with a very large number of iterations (i.e., $10^6$), as suggested in the literature [2].

According to the one-way permutation test, there is no interaction between the number of templates to be identified in a log file
and the F-measure values obtained by MoLFI (p-value=0.08). This means that our technique yields high F-measure scores both with log files containing a low number of templates (e.g., see the 2K log from PRX in Table 1) and with log files containing a high number of templates (e.g., see the 20K log from PR in Table 1).

5.3.2 Population size. Given the nature of NSGA-II, using a large population size may significantly increase the execution time for finding the best solutions; however, using a population with few individuals may yield poor results. We test the effect of this factor by running MoLFI (on each log file of the benchmark) with a population size of 40 and 80 individuals. We repeated each run ten times and computed the median F-measure and execution time. We compared these results with those obtained by the baseline (with a population of 20 individuals, see Table 1).

Table 2 shows the results of this comparison. Column “T” indicates the median execution time in seconds; column “R” is the ratio between the execution time achieved by the new configurations and the baseline; column “F-m” is the median F-measure; column “∆F-m” indicates the difference, in percentage points, between the F-measure achieved by the new configurations and the baseline. All these values are shown for the columns labeled “pop=40” and “pop=80” of Table 2.

In terms of F-measure, MoLFI performs almost equivalently for the three configurations, with an increase for the majority of log files reaching 4pp for the 2K log file from BGL. We remark two exceptions where the F-measure decreased with a population size of 80: the 300K log file from PR (-5pp) and the BGL log file of size 100K (-1pp).

Execution time sharply increases as the population size grows. This is to be expected since a larger population size entails more fitness computations for NSGA-II.

5.3.3 Removal of duplicate messages. In the pre-processing step presented in section 4.2.1, we filter out duplicated log messages, to reduce the number of log messages to consider for generating templates. However, such a reduction may also directly affect the value of one of our two objective functions, frequency, which could be further reflected in changes to the shape of the Pareto front and to its knee point.

To test the effect of this factor, we ran MoLFI by disabling the routine responsible for removing duplicated log messages in the pre-processing step. As above, each run was repeated ten times and we computed the median F-measure and execution time, as well as the ratio between execution times and the difference in percentage points of the F-measure. The results are shown in the column “no filtering” of Table 2. No data are reported for the 300K log from the PR dataset, since it timed-out (> 3 hours) when completing the first generation of NSGA-II.

We compare these effectiveness scores with those reported in Table 1 (i.e., with filtering enabled). We observe that the F-measure scores obtained by the two configurations are the same for all log files, with only 1 pp increase for the BGL dataset. These results show that filtering out duplicated log messages during pre-processing does not significantly alter the final F-measure. However, it results in a substantial reduction of the execution time. For example, when the filter is enabled, MoLFI requires 126 s to converge for the largest log file (the 300K log file from the PR dataset), while it times out (after three hours) for the same log file when the filter is disabled.

5.4 Is the knee point the best solution?
To answer RQ3, we analyze, over the entire benchmark, the F-measure scores achieved by all solutions in the Pareto front. This means comparing the F-measure of the knee point with the scores achieved by the other Pareto optimal solutions. For the sake of analysis, for each log, we selected one single Pareto front among those obtained with 50 independent runs. For the selection, we first computed the F-measure for the knee point generated in each run; then, we selected the knee point having the median F-measure across the runs and its corresponding Pareto front.

Figure 5 shows, for all the log files in our benchmark, the F-measure of the knee points (indicated with red points) when compared with all the Pareto optimal solutions (represented by the boxplots). One can see that, in all cases, the F-measure score of the knee point is located at the very top of the boxplot. This confirms our conjecture that, in the context of the log message format identification problem, the knee point is the best solution to choose from the Pareto front.

6 DISCUSSION

Practical implications. As discussed in Section 5.2, MoLFI achieves a substantial higher accuracy than alternative algorithms. Such improvements in accuracy represent a considerable reduction in the time needed by analysts to inspect the generated templates, validate them and eventually modify the incorrect ones. For example, MoLFI generates 62 templates for HDFS with the 60K log; on average across runs, 60 templates are correct (as they match the ground truth). One incorrect template is $T=(PacketResponder \,*\, for\, block\, *,\, )$, which is too general as it matches log messages belonging to two different log events: (i) when the PacketResponder for a given block terminated correctly and (ii) when it has been interrupted. The log messages for these two log events are very similar as they

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>pop=40</th>
<th>pop=80</th>
<th>no filtering</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>F-m</td>
<td>∆F-m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BGL</td>
<td>2K</td>
<td>35.84</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100K</td>
<td>17.83</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDFS</td>
<td>2K</td>
<td>6.36</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60K</td>
<td>18.26</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPC</td>
<td>2K</td>
<td>15.33</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2K</td>
<td>7.54</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>20K</td>
<td>157.88</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>300K</td>
<td>155.28</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRX</td>
<td>2K</td>
<td>6.55</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2K</td>
<td>13.86</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
differ only by one single token. Fixing this template would need to create two templates, each one with an additional fixed token. Since $T$ matches only those two log events, fixing it is trivial.

**Sum-scalarization vs. multi-objective search.** An alternative search-based solution to solve our multi-objective problem would be applying sum scalarization [9]. Such a strategy combines the objectives to optimize into one single function by using the sum operator and thus enabling the use of a single-objective genetic algorithm to optimize the aggregated function. In our case, the aggregation function combines frequency and specificity, i.e., $f(X) = \text{Freq}(X) + \text{Spec}(X)$.

To assess this alternative search strategy, we ran a classical genetic algorithm to optimize the function $f(X)$ mentioned above on HDFS with the 60K log. The median F-measure obtained over 10 independent runs is 0.65 ($\pm$ 0.02), which is statistically significantly lower than the value achieved by MoLFI (i.e., NSGA-II and the knee point), which is 0.94. Note that for the single-objective genetic algorithm we use the same parameter values as for NSGA-II.

The role of constraints. In our problem formulation, we consider two constraints: (i) each log message has to be matched by only one template in a solution $X$; and (ii) the templates in $X$ have to match all log messages (100% coverage). The former constraint is straightforward since templates in a given solution $X$ should not overlap; the latter is less intuitive but analysts, for some specific applications, could be interested in solutions not covering all log messages. However, we observed that the solutions obtained when removing the coverage constraint have only one single template. For example, if we run MoLFI on HDFS with 60K logs by disabling the coverage constraint, NSGA-II returns a knee point which is a solution with only one template having one variable token and 12 fixed tokens. Such a template has high frequency ($\text{Freq}=0.06$) and high specificity ($\text{Spec}=12/13=0.94$). No other template is included in the solution because adding any other template would penalize both frequency and specificity.

Limitations. Our approach may produce incorrect results because of the method we use to group messages. In particular, log messages whose variable part has a variable composition (e.g., because of a variable-length argument list), could lead to different templates even if they have the same fixed part.

7 RELATED WORK

Researchers have proposed various black-box techniques for the log message format identification problem. These techniques rely on clustering [12, 28], heuristics [19, 29], longest common sequence method [11], and textual similarities [17]. Recently, He et al. [16] carried out an empirical study comparing four techniques for the log message format identification problem: SLCT [29], LKE [12], LogSig [28], and IPLoM [19]. The results of this study revealed that (i) IPLoM produces the most accurate templates, and (ii) log pre-processing (like the one applied in MoLFI) is very critical to achieving good clustering performance. In a later study, He et al. [17] introduced DRAIN, a novel technique that processes the log messages through a fixed-depth parse tree. Their empirical study showed that DRAIN generates more correct templates than IPLoM.

One limitation of the two best techniques (DRAIN and IPLoM) is that they require their parameters to be tuned for each log file. Such parameters, if not chosen carefully, will significantly affect the performance of the tool. Different from state-of-the-art techniques, our approach MoLFI uses an automated heuristic to automatically choose the best compromise between the two objectives of the log message format identification problem (frequency and specificity) without using a priori, user-defined thresholds. Our evaluation results show that MoLFI significantly outperforms both IPLoM and DRAIN, both in precision and in recall.

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The log message format identification problem deals with the identification of the different templates used in the log messages. In this paper, we formulated this problem as a multi-objective optimization one, where the goal is to generate log message templates with high frequency (i.e., they match as many log entries as possible) and high specificity (i.e., specific for each log event). To tackle the problem, we introduced MoLFI, a tool implementing a search-based approach based on a multi-objective genetic algorithm and trade-off analysis.

An empirical study involving six real-world datasets (five publicly-available and one proprietary) showed that MoLFI (i) achieved significantly higher accuracy than DRAIN and IPLoM, two state-of-the-art tools; (ii) is highly scalable to large logs since it requires slightly above two minutes to analyze hundreds of thousands of messages.

As part of future work, we plan to improve the effectiveness of MoLFI by investigating other encoding schemas, experimenting with other formulations of the problem (e.g., by introducing the coverage of log messages as another optimization objective), and by handling semantically equivalent templates. We also plan to assess the use of MoLFI for supporting various software maintenance and testing activities, such as boosting test case generation techniques through the definition of new seeding strategies [24] based on input and output values (variable parts) observed in the logs.
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